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1.  Differential between the policies of the government of Sri 

     Lanka and those of Belgium in 4-5 points.       [5] 

2. Give examples how the arrangement in Belgium, though 

complicated, worked well till today.              [5] 

3. Give an account of ethnic set-up in Sri Lanka and Belgium. 

[3+3]  

4. Why is power sharing necessary? Give two reasons. [3] 

5. Describe any four arrangement or forms of power sharing in 

a government.        [5] 

6. Differentiate between unitary and federal system of Govt. [5] 

7. Explain any 5 features of federalism.   [5] 

8. Explain two kinds of routes through which federalism have 

been formed.           [3] 

9. Most of the federations that are formed by holding together 

do not give equal powers to the constituent units. comment 

on this statement                 [3] 

10. Explain The Following :- 

I) language policy [3] (II)    linguistic states [3] centre –  

    state relations [3] 
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11.   In 1992 the constitution was amended to make third tire  

       of democracy more powerful and effective. Explain this 

      statement with any 5 amendment.        [5] 

12.  Explain third tire of federal government of our country.  

        [Local Govt.]                   [5] 

13.  Define  decentralisation . What are the main principal of  

       decentralisation?       [1+4] 

14.  What is social division? Describe the three determinants  

       that are crucial in deciding the outcome of politics of 

       social divisions.           [1+4] 

15.  Distinguish between overlapping and cross – cutting of  

       social division . Give examples.    [5] 

16. How do social division affect politics? Example giving  

      Examples form Northern Ireland.      [5] 

17. When does social difference become a social division?[3] 

18. Explain various ways in which women face disadvantage, 

      discrimination  and oppression in the society      [5] 

19. In India the proportion of women in legislature has been 

      very low. Comment on this statement by citing four __[5] 

20.  Describe forms of communalism in politics.   [3] 

21.  Caste has not yet disappeared from contemporary India  

       completely. Prove this statement giving ________ [3] 

22.  Describe forms of caste in politics.        [5]  

23.  Explain politics in caste.       [3] 
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